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A NOTE ON THE QUOTIENT RING R ((X))
OF THE POWER SERIES RING R[[XJJ

JOONG-Ho KIM

In this paper all rings are assumed to be commutative and contain
identities. Let R[XJ be the polynomial ring in an indeterminate X
over a ring R. Let S be the set of all elements

aO+aIX+ ... +anxn of R[XJ such that R= (ao, aI, ' .. , an). Denote the
quotient ring S-IR[XJ by R(X). Then we have the following well
known results, (see [3J [4J).

(a) If {M/l} /lEB is the set of maximal ideals of R then S=R[XJ
UM/l[XJ.

fiEB
(b) S is a multiplicative system in R[XJ consisting entirely of

regular elements in R[X].
(c) If Q is a P-primary ideal of R then QR(X) is a PR(X)-prim

ary ideal of R(X) and QR(X) nR=Q.
(d) If {M/l} /lEB is the set of maximal ideals of R then {M/lR(X)} /lEB

is the set of maximal ideals of R (X) .
To get the analogous results in the formal power series ring R[[XJJ,

00

we choose T be the set of all f=L;aiXiER[[XJJ such that Af=R
i=O

where A f is the ideal of R generated by the coeffiients of f : A f =
(ao, aI, a2, ...). Then T is a multiplicative system in R[[XJJ. Denote
the quotient ring T-IR[[XJJ by R ( (X) ) . But the following example
in [2J indicates that there may exist an element f of R[[XJJ such
that f has a unit coefficient but f is a zero divisor in R[[XJ].

EXAMPLE. Let A be a commutative ring with identity; let {Y, Xo,
Xl' X 2, .... , Xi' ...} be a set of indeterminates over A; and let R=A[Y,
{Xi} ;":'oJ I (XoY, {Xi - X i +l Y} ;"'=0)'
Let y=Y and f=y-XER[[XJ]. Then f has a unit coefficient
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SO fE T. However, letting Xi=Xi and g= I:,xiXi, we see that f· g=O
i=O

while g:;t:O.
In the following theorem we will show that if R is a Noetherian

ring then T consists entirely of regular elements in R[[XJJ and the
properties (a)-(d) mentioned above can be extended to R((X)).

THEOREM 1. Let R be a Noetherian ring with an identity and R[[X]]
the power series ring in an indeterminate X over Rand T the set of all
fER[[X]] such that Af=R, then

(a) T is a multiplicative system in R[[X]] consisting entirely of
regular elements in R[[X]] and T=R[[X]] - U Mp[[X]] where

pEB
{Mp} pEB is the set of maximal ideals of R.

(b) If Q is a P-primary ideal of R then QR((X)) is a PR((X))
primary ideal of R((X)) and QR((X)) nR=Q.

(c) If {Mp} pEB is the set of maximal ideals of R then
{MpR((X))} pEB is the set of maximal ideals of R((X)).

Proof. (a) If fER[[X]J, then Af=R if and only if Af~Mp for
each (3EB. Consequently, T=R[[X]J-(U Mp[[X]J). Since R is a

pEB
Noetherian ring, an element f of R[[XJ] is a zero divisor if and
only if there is a nonzero element c of R such that c·f=O, [2J.
Therefore, no element of T is a zero divisor in R[[X]J. Clearly T
is a multiplicative system in R[[X]] since T=R[[X]J - U Mp[[XJJ.

pEB
In order to prove (b) we shall need the following lemma.

LEMMA. If R is a Noetherian ring and Q is a P-primary ideal of
R, then QR[[XJ] is a PR[[XJ]-primary ideal of R[[XJJ.

Proof. To prove that QR[[X]] is PR [[X]J-primary, it suffices,
by passage to R[[XJJ/Q[[XJJ, to prove for the case where Q= (0).
So suppose that (0) is P-primary. Let f, gER[[XJJ such that f· g=°and f:;t: 0. Then there exists a nonzero element c in R such that
cg=O. Then cAg= (0). Therefore, since (0) is P-primary, it follows
that Ag~P; that is, gEP[[X]J. Note that P[[XJJ =PR[[XJJ since
R is a Noetherian ring. Clearly P[[XJJ is a prime ideal of R[[X]].
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00

Let L;aiXiEP[[X]], then ai is nilpotent for each i=O, 1, 2, "', since
i~O

00

(0) is P-primary. Since R is Noetherian, L;aiXi is a nilpotent element
i=O

in R[[X]]; therefore, Rad (R[[X]] =P[[X]J.
Thus (0) is a P[[X]]-primary ideal of R[[X]J.

Proof of (b). Suppose that Q is P-primary, then QR[[X]] IS PR
[[X]]-Primary by Lemma. Then QR((X» is PR((X»-primary since
R( (X» is a quotient ring of R[[X]J.
Clearly, QR[[X]] n R=Q and QR[[X]] ~QR( (X» n R[[X]J. Let fE
QR((X» nR[[X]], then there exists g in Tsuch thatfgEQR[[X]].
Then Ag=R and A g is a cancillation ideal of R.
Therefore, Af=Af Ag=Afg~Q; that is, fEQR[[X]] and QR( (X»
nR[[X]] ~QR[[X]]. It follows that QR( (X» nR[[X]] =QR[[X]]
and QR((X» nR=QR[[X]] nR=Q.

Proof of Cc). Let C be an ideal of R[[X]] which is contained in
U M,B[[X]J. Let E be the set of all elements of R which appear as
fiEB

coefficients of some member of C. It is easy to check that E is an
ideal of R. Since C~ U M,B[[X]J, we see that lE;t:E and so E is a

fiEB

proper ideal of R ; therefore, E ~ M,B for some (3. Then it turned out
that C~M,B[[XJ] and {M,BR((X»} ,BEB is the set of maximal ideals of
R((X» (By proposition (4.8) in [3J).

Recently AI-Ezeh [l] discovered the following theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let R[X] be the polynomial ring in X over a ring R.
Then R[X] is a P. F. ring (a P. P. ring) if and only if R is a P. F
ring (a. P. P. ring).

DEFINITION. A ring R is called a P. F. ring if every principal ideal
of R is a flat R-module. A ring R is called a P. P. ring if every
principal ideal of R is a projective R-module.

DEFINITION. An ideal I of a ring R is called pure if for each element
x in I, there exists an element y in I such that xy=x.
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To prove Theorem 2, AI-Ezeh introduced the following several
propositions as lemmas and theorems in [lJ.

PROPOSITION 1. A ring R is a P. F. ring if and only if for each aER,
ann (a) is a pure ideal.

n

PROPOSITION 2. If 110 12, •••, In are pure ideals in R, then n I j is a
j=l

pure ideal of R.

PROPOSITION 3. If R is a P. F. ring, then R has no nonzero nilpotent
element.

PROPOSITION 4. Let R be a ring without nilpotent elements and let
n

heX) =L;hiXiER[XJ.
;=0

m

If L;aiXiEann(h(X)),
;=0 R[X]

each i=l, "', m and j=l, "', n.

PROPOSITION 5. Let R bea ring and aER. Then aR is a projective
R-module if and only if the annihilator, ann (a) , is generated by an

R

idempotent element.

Using proposition 1 and 5, we can easily show that if R is aP. F.
(P. P.) ring then R (X) is a P. F. (P. P.) ring. We can extend this
result to the ring R( (X)) if R is a Noetherian ring.

THEOREM 3. Let R be a Noetherian ring. Then R is a P. F. ring if
and only if R[[XJJ is a P. F. ring.

00

Proof. Suppose R is a P. F. ring. Let h= L;hiXi ER[[XJJ and let
;=0 .

f= I;aiXi E ann (h). Since R has no nonzero nilpotent element, aihj=
_ R ..' • -°for each i ,0,1,2, ... and j=O, 1, 2,···. Note that proposition 4 holds

when R[XJ IS replaced by R[[XJJ. Consider the ideals Af and Ah of
R. Since R is Noetherian, A f and Ah are finitely generated, say Af•
= (ao, ah "', am) and Ah= (ho, hI' "', hn). Then aiEJ= n ann(hj ) for

. j=O R"

each i=O, 1, "', m. Since R is a P. F. ring, ann(hj ) is a pure ideal
R' . -. • -

of R; therefore, by Proposition 2, J is a pure ideal of R.Hence there
exist bo, b10 "', bm in J such that aibi=ai for each i-,-O, 1, "', m. Now,

we find an element"c -in Jsuch that c(~aiXi)~~aiXi. Al-~~eh-con-
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structed this element C in the proof of theorem 2.
First, aobo=ao. Consider (ao+alX) (bo+ bl-blbo)

=aobo+aobl-aobobl+alboX+alblX-alboblX
=ao+aObl-aobl+alboX+alX-alboX=ao+alX.

Let Cl =bo+bl-bobl. Then (ao+alX+a2X2) (Cl +b2-b2Cl)
= (ao+alX)Cl + (ao+alX) (I-Cl) b2+a2X2 (Cl +b2-b2Cl)
=ao+alX+a2ClX2+a2b2X2-a2b2ClX2
=ao+alX+a2ClX2+a2X2-a2ClX2=ao+alX+a2X2.

Let C2=Cl +b2-b2Ch "', Cm=Cm-l +bm-cm-lbm.
Suppose (ao+alX +"'+akXk)ep= (ao+alX+··· +akXk). Then

(ao+alX+... +akXk+ak+lXk+l) Ck+l
= (ao+alX +"'+akXk+ak+lXHl) (Ck+ bk+l-Ckbk+l)
= (ao+alX+"'+akXk)ck+ (ao+alX+"'+akXk)
. (bk+l-Ckbk+l) +ak+lXk+l (Ck+bk+l-Ckbk+l)

= (ao+alX+"'+akXk) +ak+lCkXk+l+ak+lbk+lXk+l
-ak+lbk+lCkXk+l=ao+alX+... +akXk+ak+lXHl

Therefore, (ao+alX+"'+amXt)ct=ao+alX+"'+amXt for each t=
•

0,1, "', m. Let C=Cw then clearly cEJ= nann (hj) and aoc=ao, alc=alc
j=O R

=ah "', amc=am. Since A f = (ao, ah "', am), it follows that ac=a for
any aEAf . Hence cf-f; therefore, ann (h) is a pure ideal of R[[X]]

R[[K]]

and R[[X]] is a P. F. ring.
Conversely, assume R[[X]] is a P. F. ring. Let aER and bE

ann (a). Then bEann(a). Since R[[X]] is a P. F. ring, there exists g=
R R[[K]]

I;CiXi in ann(a) such that bg=b. Then bco=b and coEann(a).
1=0 R[[K]] R

Hence ann (a) is a pure ideal of Rand R is a P. F. ring.
R

THEOREM 4. Let R be a Noetherian ring then R is a P. P. ring if
and only if R[[X]] is a. P. P. ring.

~

Proof. Suppose that R is a P. P. nng. Let h=L;hixiER[[XJ] and
i=O

~

f=L;aixiEann(h). Since R has no nonzero nilpotent element, aihj=
1=0 R[[K]]°for each i=O, 1,2, ... and j=O, 1, 2, .... Since R is Noetherian, A h is
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finitely generated, say A k= (ho, hI> "', hn). Let N=ann(ho, hI> "', hn),
R

then aiEN for each i=O, 1,2, .... Therefore, fEN[[X]] and ann (h)
R[[X]]

=
f;N[[X]]. If g=L;bixiEN[[X]] then Agf;N=ann(Ak); therefore, g

;=0
n

Eann(h). Hence ann (h) =N[[X]] andN=ann(ho, hI> "', hn) = nann(hj).
R[[X]] RC[X]] R j=O R

Since R is a P. P. ring, ann (hj) =ejR for each j=O, 1, ' .., n
R

where ej is an idempotent element. Then N= cl ejR= (ele2"'en)R=eR
j=O

where e=ele2···en is an idempotent element. Therefore, ann (h) =
R[[X]]

eR[[X]], i. e. ann (h) is generated by an idempotent element e, hence
R[[X]]

R[[X]] is a P. P. ring.
Conversely, suppose that R[[X]] is a P. P. ring. Let aER. Then

=
ann (a) =gR[[X]] for some gER[[X]] such that g2=g. If g= L;biXi
R[[X]] i=O

then b0
2=bo and abo=O. Let bEann(a), then ba=O. Then, bEann(a)

R R[[X]]

so bEgR[[X]] and b=boe for some cER. Hence ann(a) f;boR.
R

To show the opposite inclusion, let d EboR. Then d=bodo for some
doER. Since boEann(a), dEann(a); therefore, ann (a) ~boR so

R R R

ann (a) =boR. Thus R is a P. P. ring.

COROLLARY 5. Let R be a Noetherian ring. Then R is a P. F. ring
(a P. P. ring) if and only if R«X» is a P. F. ring (a P. P. ring).
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